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of my artistic work, resesarch and performance is vulnerability and what it means
it. I am endlessly inspired by the oscillations of the approach withdrawal and

transcendence of this place; where the vibrating edges within ourselves soften and fold into each other.
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Annamari Keskinen (b.1985) is a Finnish performer and
choreographer and one of the founding members of
dance theater company Thar Be Dragons. The last 18
years Annamari has been working internationally in the
field of dance. Her professional career consists of over
60 productions including her own choreographic
creations. As a performer she has been working with
over 30 directors and seen several works of
choreographers like Johannes Wieland (GER) and Valtteri
Raekallio (FIN). This portfolio is focuses on Annamari’s
selected works as a choreographer.
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Annamari’s staged works live within sustained
psycho-physical spaces suspending both audience and
performers in states of contrast, pathos, empathy, and
reflection. In her works and teaching, she draws upon her
experience as a choreographer and performer to guide
participants through multilayered states of research and
performance. Her recent inquiries in movement research
explore psychological and physical attunements within
intense atmospheric and sonic topographies.

Eternal Reaturn: Valvesali, Oulu 2021.
In the picture., Annamari Keskinen
Picture by Janne-Pekka Manninen



Between the not yet
and the already no more

I am interested in developing specific performance modus interacting with soundscapes
and voice, blurring lines between sounds and corresponding actions, and how the body
phases in and out of coordination with sound, text, voice, and utterance.

Between the not yet and the already no more is an on going performance series project

When working with performers, we focus on enhancing our perception of our different
bodies (-physical, -emotional, -spiritual, -intellectual) through layered physical and

about my intrigue in who we are and what we can be. The tendency to see identity as
static and permanent can limit our thinking patterns, perspectives and block creativity.
Could developing an understanding of reality as a fluid changing state foster an
availability to thrive within its flux? This approach is inspired by concepts from process
ontology.

imaginative tasks. The aim of the works is not to present a certain idea, but an event
that the viewer experiences through and with the performer. So far the series consists
works, sonic bile (2022), masticate (2022) and between the not yet and the already no
more- performance installation (2022).

masticate:
In

Kassel, Germany 2022
the picture : Friederike Wagner
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Through sonic and corporeal maceration, the performer

In this work, we are looking into our bodies’ generational
and transgenerational leftovers. We are digesting and
breathing into those spaces, exploring the potential of
letting go to find a more available place for reimagining
the now.

churns emotions in acid dreamscapes, insides turned out.
Gastric agents linger in the dripping slimy folds of skin
and spectre, smiling and smacking and grimacing - the
mind of the belly of bacterial emotional juice. Sonic bile
bridges the distance between what was and what could
be.

Duration: 40min
Direction: Annamari Keskinen
Choreography: Annamari Keskinen
in collaboration with Krista Arppo
Performance: Krista Arppo
Sound design: Kaj Mäki-Ullakko &
Annamari Keskinen
Set design: Aino Koski
Lighting design: Thais Nepomuceno

sonic bile

https://vimeo.com/744546416
sonic bile: Dock Art/Dock11
Berliini , 2022.
In the picture Krista Arppo
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masticate

this body does many'And, things.'is ours and it

Created for and students of Sozo
Visions in Motion Germany summer 2022.

with the 3rd year
in Kasel,

Duration: 40min
Direction & sound manipulation: Annamari Keskinen
Choreography: Annamari Keskinen in collaboration with the
dancers
Sound design: Annamari keskinen with Kaj Mäki-Ullakko
Performers:

Annamari Keskinen
Production: Sozo

Visions in motion and
Amanda, Julia, Sphie, Hannah,

masticate: in Motion, Kassel, Germany
2022
In the picture
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blink

Big stage production
Staatstheater Braunschweig commissioned in 2021.

and emotional states or experiences. The overall structure was framed by scores

frequencies, and industrial-like sounds. It contains no central plot or narrative, and

This creative and collaborative process involved a company of 11 dancers, Thar Be
Dragons, in conversation around overlapping spectrums of physical

developed out of long improvisation sessions guided by physical and psychological
prompts within the soundscape of Curgenven’s 1-hour track, Bardo. There is an
objectless presence about Bardo. It is sonically multilayered in scope: heavy drones
of sub-bass layered with harmonic overtones, vinyl static, fragments of
instrumentals, reverberated chambers of static overlapped with binaural

its content is more experiential than representational. The soundscape provided an
unpredictable rhythm of shifting tension filled with false beginnings and endings,
long uninterrupted silences, and loops of faintly audible songs one might recognize
but not quite place. The sonic space was often ‘empty,’ and when sound came, it
never told what it was. This work offered a temporal and relational space for the
performer and spectator to explore. A primary goal of the work was to avoid the
definition of what was happening yet to describe it in great detail - something that
Robert Curgenven’s work excels at.

blink: Staatstheater
In the picture
Feeney,
Picture by Lioba Schoeneck

Braunschweig

Sofia Romano, Mátyás Ruzsom,
Adrian J. Wanliss, Alice Baccile, Brendon



Dramaturgy: Ira Goldbecher
Light: Katharina Möller & Daniel Bock
Sound: Thomas Bohnsack
Stage manager: Sonja Horisberger
Sound desing: Thar Be Dragons and Kaj Mäki-Ullakko

Production/Co-commission: Staatstheater Braunschweig and Thar Be

Concept and choreography: Thar Be Dragons/ Annamari Keskinen &
Ryan Mason
Performers: Alice Baccile, Fenia Chatzakou, Levente Bálint, Anna
Degen, Brendon Feeney, Joshua Haines, Mariateresa Molino, Nils
Röhner, Sofia Romano, Mátyás Ruzsom, Adrian J. Wanliss

Text: Thar Be Dragons in collaboration with the performers Video:
Gregor Dobiaschowski

Dragons Video: cumana film experiment
blink: Staatstheater Braunschweig
In the picture Alice Baccile, Fenia Chatzakou

Picture by Lioba Schoeneck
and Levente Bálint

2022

https://vimeo.com/696862836



eternal return

Thar Be Dragons’ production, Eternal Return is a full-length
evening work drawing inspiration from concepts of eternal
recurrence, a concept that the universe and all existence and
energy has been recurring, and will continue to recur, in a
self-similar form an infinite number of times across infinite
time or space.

Eternal Return is a philosophical science fiction where
bending the perception of time by warping everyday
movement into extreme physical states exposes deeper

childhood living room? This performance dives into the topic
of alternate perspectives of life from a place of humor and
great seriousness. Set in an otherworldly waiting room, we
watch as one deals with trials and tribulations of a
predetermined experience. In this uncanny space, a story
unfolds and refolds in on itself stumbling through an
ineffable existence from multiple viewpoints.

Imagine viewing your entire life from any of its vantage
points. What if you could observe your older self through
the eyes of your youth or watch yourself from the
perspective of a houseplant in the dusty corner of your

layers of the psyche - a strange ride.

eternal Valvesali, Oulu 2021.
In the picture., Annamari Keskinen Picture
by Janne-Pekka Manninen

return: JoJo,



Set design: Aino Koski

Concept and direction: Annamari Keskinen

Music composition and sound design: Meriheini Luoto
Mixing and sound design: Kaj Mäki-Ullakko
Text: Annamari Keskinen, Ryan Mason
Light design:Jukka Huitila

Premier: 05.11.2021 Valvesali, Oulu, Finland
Production: Jojo Oulu Dance Centre, Thar Be Dragons

Performance: Annamari Keskinen, Meriheini Luoto, Ryan
Mason

eternal return: Valvesali, Oulu 2021.
In the picture., Annamari Keskinen Picture by
Janne-Pekka Manninen

JoJo,

https://vimeo.com/674380943



ei

Big stage production Staaatstheatercomissioned by
2018.Kassel, Germany

was never controlled, only‘It observed.’meant to be

This piece was in
in

over 5000 people.

shown
Kassel

a
double
season 2018/19.

bill
The

Thar Be Dragons’ first commission and was
evening ‘anarchy of the body’ in Staatstheater

work was seen by

Stage design: Matthieu Götz
Light: Brigitta Hüttmann
Costume: Evelyn Schönwald
Dramaturg: Lauren Rae Mace

Sound Mastering: Donato Deliano
Sound Design: Ryan Mason and Annamari Keskinen

Performance: Alison Monique Adnet, Cree Barnett Williams, Morgan
Bobrow - Williams, Luca Ghendini,, Dafni Krazoudi, Niv Melamed, Safet
Mistele, Alessia Ruffolo, Shafiki Sseggayi, Georgy Vysotsky

Direction and Choreography: THAR BE DRAGONS/ Annamari Keskinen
and Ryan Mason

ei: Staatstheater Kassel, Germany 2018
In the picture: Luca and Jegor
Picture by Nils Klinger

https://vimeo.com/673894300



dying animals don’t feel sorry for themselves

When was the desert
for a week?

wandered thelast time you were shot by an arrow and

Dying animals don’t feel sorry for themselves ponders the existence of fate.
A ride through the testimonial, magical realism, and carnivalesque - a collage
of images within the microcosm of the bar. At times surreal, the performance
pulls the carpet back on the mind of two souls floating through their own
lonesomeness. We observe the beautiful effort of people passing through
life.

This production was Kone Foundation, Arts
Promotion Centre Huber Art Foundation.

supported by grants from the
Finland/Taike, and Samuel

dying animals
In the picture Annamari Keskinen
Picture by Ryan Mason

don’t club Helsinki 2018feel sorry for themselves: Kaiku



Music: Elias Devoldere
Producer: Kirsi Tikka
Lights: Mikko Törrönen
Sound: Mikko Korhonen
Bartender: Lisandra Kuuste
Stage manager: Krista-Julia Arppo
Teaser: David Worm
Trailer : Teemu Kyytinen

Performance: Ryan Mason, Annamari Keskinen, Elias Devoldere,
AND Amina, Iris Blauberg, Pinja Eskelinen, Johanna Honkanen, Anna Häkkinen, Panu
Isoaho, Katriina Kantola, Nikolai Karentzki, Unna Kitti, Ahti Parviainen, Anni Puupera,
Minttu Pietilä, Mira Mattila, Lotta Wichmann

Direction and choreography: Thar Be Dragons / Annamari Keskinen & Ryan Mason
Total Duration 1h 30min
Premiere October 2018, KAIKU club Helsinki

https://vimeo.com/673894112



ikimono

In this work,

a

or

might
be the good

in

the

the

other thing.
There is reason why some things...
We can’t speak about them,
(only expresses moment

of

irony,
dance. )

you might get a hint or touch a shadow what
in the bad, the beauty in

of

https://vimeo.com/198474943

Premier October 2016 Staatstheater Kassel, TIF
Direction: Annamari Keskinen
Performance: Annamari Keskinen, Samuel Nerl, Juan Yang
Music/ music editing: Michel Tittlepp
Video/projection: Florian Machner
Stage Design: Juri Halliday
Light: Annamari Keskinen/Oliver Freese
Stage Manager: Swarna Rautiainen
Production: Staatstheater Kassen and Annamari Keskinen
Residency: Shawbrook residential (IRE)

ikimono:Staatstheater Kassel 2016
In the picture

by Nils Klinger
Nerl.
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www.tharbedragons.org
www.raakamateriaali.com
ig:thrbdrgns
www.vimeo.com/tharbedragons

keskinenannamari45@gmail.com

Contact

sonic bile: Dock Art/Dock11 Berliini ,
Germany 2022.
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